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There’s simply nowhere bigger 
and wilder in the world that 
the Karakorum Mountains in 
northern Pakistan. Yes, they’re 
even bigger than the Himalayas - 
although most consider them to 
be the same range – but for the 
concentrate of peaks and glaciers 
the Karakorum wins hands down.

Crumpled between the greener Himalayan 
range to the south and the Pamirs and tien shen 
ranges to the north, the Karakorum is what you 
get when you combine a mountain range with a 
desert and then force-feed it steroids. the scenery 
is nothing short of violent. seven to eight thousand 
metre mountains with sheer vertical rock walls 
punch up out of golden desert valleys, themselves 
painted elaborately with deep blue rivers and the 
colourful blossom of fruit trees. the air is dusty and 
moistureless. Cloudbase is stratospheric. 

Elevate yourself a few thousand metres higher, 
above the glaciers and seracs and nestle in 
between the ice walls, snow fluted summits and 
suddenly you’re ensconced in the frozen world 
of the high altitude mountaineer - a world only 
reachable though weeks, or even months, of hard 
and dangerous climbing. until recently.

the paraglider has opened up mountains like 
the Karakorum in a way that no other aircraft has. 
it’s allowed us to soar up close to giants, tip toeing 
around like thieves in the night, high beyond the 
reach of most helicopters. Men have died to reach 
these hostile places, yet we now walk through 
them like rose gardens. the paraglider, like the 
ice axe and crampon before it, has redefined the 
mountains. 

John silvester and Brad sander have been at the 
sharp end of defining this new era. the following 
pages tell the stories of how they have changed our 
sport forever.

The
Right
Stuff

Over the next two hours John scratched from 

buttress to buttress along the south facing 

side of the Chogo Lungma Glacier, always edging 

towards freedom
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I n June this year British open distance record 
holder, ex-British champion and long time 
Himalayan explorer, John silvester took off from 

Karimabad in the Hunza Valley of northern Pakistan 
on an ozone Addict 2 Light. Ahead of him lay an 
adventure of unparalleled magnitude, one that was 
to redefine the limits of what is possible with a 
paraglider in the Greater ranges.

John is no stranger to Hunza Valley. He 
first visited it several times during the 80s as a 
mountaineer hoping to climb the granite pillar of 
Bublimotin, the Lady’s Finger. At the same time 
that John was mounting his assaults on ‘Bubli’, 

he was falling in love with paragliding. After two 
failed expeditions to climb the 6,000 m rock 
spire, on the last of which the team took basic 
paragliders to use as descent chutes, John drifted 
out of mountaineering and immersed himself in the 
fledgling world of paragliding.

over the next six years John flew in competitions 
around the world before turning to the more sublime 
and challenging niche of vol bivouacing. With 
expeditions to india and nepal behind him, one 
place was screaming for John’s return. 

Hunza Valley, deep in the heart of the Karakorum, 
is renowned in trekking and travelling circles for 

its incredible views of high Himalayan peaks. 
Karimabad, the capital of Hunza, sits on a 
convenient west to east running kink in the ancient 
Karakorum Highway that follows the Hunza river, 
the only river to manage to cut a swathe through 
the entire Karakorum range. Walled to the south 
by the immense north face of rakaposhi 7,788 m 
(25,551 ft), and to the south by Hunza Peak 6,270 
m (20,571 ft) and ultar sar 7,388 m (24,239 ft), 
the valley is literally crowded by monstrous peaks. 
John’s return to the valley signified a boom in 
paragliding in what is proving to be arguably the 
most impressive and challenging mountain flying site 

in the world.
over the next five years John made his annual 

pilgrimage to Hunza and slowly pushed forward the 
boundaries of high altitude adventure flying, ticking 
off many of the summits of the high surrounding 
peaks, including his elusive Bublimotin. one route 
however, still eluded him. 

140 km south west of Karimabad lies the dusty 
town of skardu, the capital of Baltistan. skardu 
is a busy transport hub and the last staging post 
for expeditions heading off to Concordia and the 
8,000 m giants of K2, Broad Peak, Gasherbrum 
and Hidden Peak. Between there and Hunza is a 
twisting mass of glaciers, snowy peaks and vertical 
rock walls. the French duo of Julien Wirtz and 
Philippe nodet made some massive inroads into 
the area in 2006 with some groundbreaking flights 
that took in a tour of the famous trango towers and 
saw them make the connection from Baltistan to 
Hunza over three hops. that in itself was impressive 

enough, as the area they crossed is the biggest 
glacial complex outside of the poles. However, no 
one had ever managed to fly between Hunza and 
Baltistan in one go. Finally 5 June presented John 
with such a day.

“i wake early after only a few hours sleep. We’re 
saying goodbye to Alun and Josh who are leaving 
on the early morning flight from Gilgit. Alun’s taking 
back the Magnum tandem, and i’m looking forward 
to flying my new Addict, unfettered by the weight 
and responsibility that comes with a passenger. 
But the sky looks terrible, all low drizzly cloud, so i 
crawl back into bed hoping to catch up on sleep, 
consoling myself by laughing, because if we can’t 
fly because of the weather, neither will their plane. 
they’ll have to endure the 18-hour bus ride like i 
always do.

“then the rest are up too: Brad, Melissa, Colin 
and the reluctant hotel staff to prepare breakfast. 
they’re leaving too, by jeep to Buni, a couple of 
hundred kilometres away to the west.

“But they are not rushing, just putting things in 
bags as a lazy morning drifts by, filled with leisurely 
breakfasts and pots of sweet tea, the swapping of 
mail addresses and a little group posing for ‘year 
08’ photos.

“it’s twelve thirty before we’ve finally waved 
goodbye. Eddie and i, the sole survivors, go back 
down to the sleepy hotel garden for another pot of 
tea and a lazy afternoon. things feel suddenly quiet, 
somehow back to normal, just the two of us left in 
the valley with the whole Hunza sky all to ourselves.

“that’s when we notice it: the lifting cloudbase 

and the leaden stratus sky breaking up into 
cumulus.

14:15 - The eaGLe’S NeST
“it’s only a five minute walk from the jeep track to 
launch but i arrive panting, having tried to run all the 
way. it’s 2,700 m and i’m stupid to try and rush. But 
today’s the day for that full on effort, a day to throw 
caution to the beautiful gentle wind that’s drifting up 
take-off. As i finish laying out my wing i decide to 
waste a precious two minutes taking a single photo 
of the beautiful Golden Peak of spantik. For the first 
time in all the years i’ve been flying here there’re 
wonderful stepping-stone clouds leading all the way 
to it.

“to me its an invitation that has been a long 
time coming, and i am not going to worry that 
i have absolutely nothing with me: no special 
altitude clothing or boots, no food or energy bars, 
Hunza apricots, compass, GPs, map, ice axe, 
rope or even snow gaiters. i am totally, ridiculously, 
unprepared to make a crossing of the remote 
Karakorum, but somehow i really don’t care. this is 
maybe a once in this lifetime opportunity. i am not 
going to let it pass. Anyway, i’ve got a wing!

“My old friend Mansoor, who’s driven me to take 
off, sees me vainly searching through the pockets 
of my new ’virgin’ glider bag, in the hope of finding 
some crusty old left-overs to help get me through 
a hungry night. He kindly offers to run down to the 
hotel below take-off for some chapattis, but i say 
no. it’s too late already. there is a long way to go. i 
quickly tell Eddie where i am going, and now he is 
coming too. “

With clouds marking the route ahead, John set 
off. the first section involves hopping across the 
Karakorum Highway and on to the start of the 
Barpu Glacier. once established on the south side 
of the valley a 30 km section of glaciated valley 
system leads up to the fabled 7,027 m (23,053 
feet) Golden tower of spantik. the Golden tower is 
one of the most celebrated and dramatic mountain 
faces in the area. standing sentinel-like at the end 
of a long, open valley system in front of it, the huge 
northwest face catches the evening sun and glows 
a dazzling gold that can be seen for miles, earning 
the peak its local name of Golden Peak. the tower 

TheRightStuff

Committed and alone in 140 km of glaciers, icy cols and high altitude mountain terrain, 
John Silvester takes us along the ‘Magic Line’, arguably the boldest XC ever made?

The MaGIC LINe 
The Eagles Nest, launch pad for high altitude adventures, with the 

mighty Spantic (7023m) in the background

High altitude adventurers L-R Eddie Colfox, John Silvester and Brad Sanders
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was first climbed by British mountaineers Victor 
saunders and Mick Fowler in 1987. the image they 
brought back that graced the front of Mountain 
Magazine sent a bolt of excitement, trepidation and 
sheer admiration through every mountaineer’s heart. 
Whilst saunders and Fowler had spent over a week 
battling up the Golden tower, John and Eddie were 
about to try and become the first pilots ever to soar 
up the huge face.

14.30 - The Sky.
“not only is Eddie coming, he is ahead, flying high 
whilst i am still low, climbing after the first crossing. i 
know he won’t really know the route i am planning, 
won’t have a decent map or really appreciate how 
totally ‘out there’ the plan really is. But he does have 
a sat. phone, along with a mobile and GPs.

“i watch him out in front, gliding along the 
massive 6,000 m snow ridge that splits the Hispar 
glacier approach from the Barpu, and have a 
strange sort of paternal pride to see him out there 
on his own, flying in close to such massive giants.

“And then i lose him. i’m climbing too strongly to 
watch him through every turn and he’s soon eaten 
up by the landscape. on glide i spend ages trying 
to radio him, but his Ptt is still faulty, constantly 
transmitting, so i just hope to see him and continue.

“Before i know it i’m on spantik, watching last 
week’s new snow streaming off the steep rock 
buttresses. it’s helping me judge the wind direction, 
but i’m in the wrong place and going to be flushed 
down, so i run away before i bomb out, and get 
back up to the six eight cloud base to give it 
another try. 

“second time i do better and soar the north wind 

across the monolithic face of spantik. it’s beautiful! 
And a new place for me. one i’d started to believe 
was too out of bounds. i’ve tried to get in here 
before but always failed. i thought it was impossible 
till i saw some clouds leading the way at dusk this 
year. then i realised that it did convect in a way that 
would make it possible, but obviously it needed the 
right day. now, knowing what to look for, the right 
day has come along.

“My brain has become a functional survival 
machine, hypoxically processing the absolute 
essentials, but it’s my soul that’s singing, glorying in 
the majesty of this place. too soon i’m crossing the 
high north col, i’ve got no idea of altitude. All i care 
is that i’m going to be able to cross it and enter the 
forbidden land beyond.”

Beyond spantik lay John’s ‘Forbidden Land’. 
A high altitude world made of only rock and ice. 
Beyond the 6,000 m ridge that separates Hunza 
from Baltistan, the immense Chogo Lungma Glacier 
curls away into the distance. the glacier, one of 
the biggest in the Himalayas, snakes its way for 40 
km eastwards till it finally collapses in a monstrous 
icefall. Godfrey Vigne, the explorer who discovered 
the Karakorum in 1835, declared the snout of the 
Chogo Lungma glacier the grandest spectacle that 
he saw on the whole of his travels! once committed 
to the Chogo Lungma, John would first have 15 
km of snow covered glacier to traverse before the 
snow receded enough for him to see the crevasses. 
Landing in the first section of the Forbidden Land 
and trying to walk out without ropes, axes and a 
partner to tie to would be tantamount to suicide. 
the snow on a wet glacier covers all but the widest 
of crevasses; the smaller remain hidden, just waiting 

like unsprung traps for an innocent footfall to break 
their cover. Whilst many might have turned away, 
after so many years dreaming that this route could 
be possible John threw caution, and himself, to the 
wind and dived on into the Forbidden Land.

“i’ve done it!
“i have crossed into the head of the Chogo 

Lungma glacier, a place of my dreams. nothing else 
seems to matter, only the very instant i am living in.

“there are no longer any thoughts of Eddie!
“But this is no dream, this is suddenly super real, 

it hits me like a slap to the face. it’s totally white as 
far as the eye can see.

“i want to bottle it as reality checks in with a 
vengeance, and i mentally tell myself that i have 
finally done it this time. there is no longer any hint 
of elation, no singing in my soul. there is also no 
chance of going back. 

“i’m on the wrong side of a 7,000 m mountain. 
i’m in the lee. there is not one single convecting 
surface as far as i can see, nothing to aim for, 
nowhere to go. Just white snow and ice all the 
way to the horizon. it doesn’t take long before i 
drop into the lee side sink. dreadful, massive, killing 
Himalayan sink.

“Looking down the long, snaking, forty odd 
kilometres of the Chogolungma glacier, my only 
possible escape, is like looking down the barrel of a 
very long gun. i’m never going to make it, absolutely 
no way.

“i try to judge where my pitiful glide is going to 
get me and the situation moves up a whole new 
level. 

“i realise i’m going to land at the very top of the 
icefall, at 5,000 m, in steep wet snow! i look at my 

The huge shigay valley

crappy lightweight flying boots and almost feel like 
laughing.

“Where had i imagined i was going?”
over the next two hours John scratched from 

buttress to buttress along the south facing side of 
the Chogo Lungma Glacier, always edging towards 
freedom, but always still trapped by the world he’d 
craved so much. the warmth of the sun heating 
the air on the few dark granite rocks below him 
produced just enough lift to keep the game alive. 
As he eked his way along the steep snowy side of 
the valley, snow slides and rock falls echoed around 
him, unheard by others, as a constant reminder 
of just how alone and committed he now was. A 
rescue from here was improbable. it would take a 
week or more of hiking to find him, and that only 
once it had been established where he was. As 
the sun dropped lower and lower, and what little 
lift there was weakened, John’s situation looked 
more and more dire. An out landing on a wet glacier 
in the high Karakorum at over 4,000 metres, and 
several freezing days’ walk with no food and water 
looked inevitable. 

“i can’t really talk that clearly about what 
happened in that latter part of the flight, but i’m 
seared by the experience. i know i struggled for 
40 km, never more than 300 m above the glacier, 
till right at the very end of the glacier where i saw 
a little white falcon circling. We took the climb 
together back to base and safety. 

“that flight is now an essential part of who i am. 
i looked into something too frightening, and then 
somehow was granted the right to simply step 
away.” 

 
02:00 - ShIGaR vaLLey 
“i’m lying on someone else’s floor in the early hours, 
30 km from skardu, somewhere in the shigar valley. 
sleep evades me. the reality of the day is slowly 
sinking in. i’m constantly surprised to be here, 
lying on a bed of blankets, sipping stream water 

from a glass, a meal of spinach and rice inside my 
stomach and the comforting presence of protecting 
people in the room next door. this is not where 
i should be right now. this minute i should be 
freezing cold, scared, hungry, thirsty, and worrying 
about what to do tomorrow, and the day after, and 
the day after that.

“Landing in the long shadows of dusk at the side 
of the huge braided Braldu river, i know i have been 
lucky, and the flight plays over in my mind like a 
movie, always finishing with me here, safe, with the 
sounds of the night outside of the door. And each 
time i realise where i am, that i made it, i mentally 
mutter ‘i shouldn’t be here!’ followed instantly by 
the thought, ‘Where’s Eddie?’

“it was like a waking repetitive dream, but one 
that was real because where was Eddie?

“there was no signal from his sat. phone; no one 
had heard from him in Hunza. He had disappeared. 

“i try logically to go through the options. Maybe 
his phone has just stopped working, or he landed 
in a narrow tight canyon and can’t get out. But out 
there, where we were, the only steep canyons are 
deep crevasses, and the most likely reason for his 
phone not working is a crash. And out there, in 
the snowy wilds, in the place that i had only just 
escaped from, even a minor smash was severe. 

“i kept coming back to it. Where was Eddie? 
Eddie my friend. Eddie who was now going to die. 

“Because if he wasn’t, wasn’t going to die, then 
why didn’t he phone? He had a sat phone. it was 
charged, it worked, ‘cos he used it frequently. so 
why hadn’t he phoned in, or why hadn’t he got 
back to Hunza? 

“it should have been me, i knew. But it wasn’t. it 
was Eddie.

All i could do was lie here till morning and then, 
once i had got to skardu, call in the chopper if 
Eddie wasn’t back. But then what? Go and look 
where i last saw him? i couldn’t even see him from 
a couple of kilometres away while he was flying, 

and i even knew roughly where he was at the time!
“there was nothing i could do. the circular 

thoughts started all over again. now, fed by my new 
fears for Eddie, the whole landscape i had just flown 
through somehow came to life. if i hadn’t got out 
i would never have been found. not without a sat. 
phone. not without the help of someone who could 
guess exactly where i had gone. this place was too 
big. We were playing a crazy game that i just wasn’t 
taking seriously enough.

“i had been lucky. ‘i should not be here’. But i 
was. i was warm, comfortable, and going to have 
another day again tomorrow.

“i tried to close my eyes on the absolute black 
of the night and i saw in my mind yet again all 
the amazing things i didn’t have time for during 
the day. Even though it had been too much for 
me at the time, i now started to enjoy the beauty 
of the experience, the awesome majesty of such 
untouched land. But more than anything, i started 
to wonder about the shining white falcon that i’d 
shared it with.”

NexT MORNING - 04.30
“i’m on a jeep driving towards skardu in the new 
light of dawn when a text comes through. it’s from 
Eddie! He’s alive!

“i phone him later and he tells me his story, and 
sheepishly admits to being very worried about me 
too. He had landed in the Hispar, a parallel glacier, 
and had got back to Hunza late in the night after 
an epic retrieve. He’d forgotten to turn on his sat. 
phone after he landed! 

“All i could say was ‘bastard!’ 
thanks to ozone for helping me, to the French 

guys, Philippe and Julien for unlimited inspiration, 
and to the shining white falcon for showing me the 
way out at the end.

The full article appears in issue 119 of Cross 
Country Magazine (www.xcmag.com)
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Up close and personal with Spantic

One final col The road home


